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GENERAL FRAMEWORK

Legal framework

1 What is the legal framework in your jurisdiction covering the 
behaviour of dominant firms?

The behaviour of dominant firms is regulated under the Act on 
Prohibition of Private Monopolisation and Maintenance of Fair Trade 
(Act No. 54 of 1947) (the Anti-Monopoly Act, hereafter referred to as the 
AMA). There are two key concepts under the AMA: ‘private monopolisa-
tion’ and ‘unfair trade practice’.

Private monopolisation is prohibited in the first sentence of article 
3 of the AMA, and this is the main legislation concerning behaviour 
of dominant firms. There are two types of private monopolisation: 
the ‘exclusionary-type private monopolisation’ and the ‘control-type 
private monopolisation’. The exclusionary-type private monopolisation 
occurs when a dominant firm, alone or in cooperation with another 
firm, attempts to exclude competitors from the market or hinder new 
entrants. The control-type private monopolisation occurs when a firm 
tries to dominate the market by means of restraining the business activ-
ities of other firms through such means as acquiring shares in order 
to obtain control of competitor firms in collaboration with third parties 
or unilaterally. To constitute either type of private monopolisation, it is 
necessary to prove the effect of substantial restraint on competition was 
caused by controlling or excluding other companies.

With respect to the exclusionary-type private monopolisation, 
the Japan Fair Trade Commission (JFTC) published the Guidelines 
on Exclusionary Private Monopolisation (the Guidelines) on 28 
October 2009. These Guidelines mainly deal with the application of 
the exclusionary-type private monopolisation but its contents are 
also useful when analysing the application of the control-type private 
monopolisation.

In addition to private monopolisation, unfair trade practices, which 
are prohibited under article 19 of the AMA, could be also applicable to 
the behaviour of dominant firms. The JFTC has provided the Designation 
of Unfair Trade Practices (the General Designation), which lists the cate-
gories of conduct that constitute an unfair trade practice.

The types of unfair trade practices cited in the General Designation 
include conducts such as refusal to trade, discriminatory treatment, 
tie-in sales, trading on exclusive terms, trading on restrictive terms, 
resale price maintenance and unjustly inducing customers. Further 
guidance is provided by the Guidelines Concerning Distribution 
Systems and Business Practices. To constitute unfair trade practice, it 
is necessary to prove that the conduct specified by the JFTC’s general 
designation has a tendency to impede fair competition.

There are also a variety of guidelines regarding the characteris-
tics of specific business fields (logistics of the gasoline, electricity, home 
electric appliances, and other industries), below-cost pricing, intellec-
tual property rights, franchising and other conduct, which explain what 

types of conduct are likely to raise concern as private monopolisation 
and unfair trade practices in these fields.

The behaviour of dominant firms is primarily regulated as private 
monopolisation, however, there is an overlap with certain types of 
unfair trade practices and, given that there is a difference regarding the 
required anticompetitive effect, it is possible that, in cases where an act 
does not amount to private monopolisation, this conduct could still be 
regulated as an unfair trade practice.

Definition of dominance

2 How is dominance defined in the legislation and case law? 
What elements are taken into account when assessing 
dominance?

Private monopolisation requires a showing that competition was 
substantially restrained through the control or exclusion of other compa-
nies. In practice, substantial restraint on competition is established 
by showing that a firm has the market power necessary to control or 
exclude other companies, taking into consideration factors such as the 
company’s market share and its ranking, the conditions of competition 
in the market, potential competitive pressure (entry barriers, degree of 
substitutability between products, customer’s countervailing bargaining 
power), efficiency, and any other extraordinary circumstances that 
may ensure the interests of consumers. According to the Guidelines, 
when deciding whether to investigate a case as an exclusionary-type 
private monopolisation, the JFTC will prioritise the case if the share 
of the product supplied by the firm exceeds approximately 50 per cent 
after the commencement of the firm’s conduct. Therefore, as a practical 
matter, market share is one of the important elements when analysing 
whether conduct amounts to private monopolisation.

One item of note is that, in Japan, there is one category of unfair 
trade practices called ‘abuse of superior bargaining position’. This refers 
to a situation where a party that has a superior bargaining position 
engages in the conduct of dealing in a way disadvantageous to a busi-
ness partner unjustly, in light of normal business practices by making 
use of its superior bargaining position. However, this type of conduct 
does not require a dominant position in a market but rather, it is gener-
ally understood that it is sufficient if an entity has a relative superior 
position, namely, a superior bargaining position vis-á-vis the counter-
party in the transaction.

Purpose of legislation

3 Is the purpose of the legislation and the underlying 
dominance standard strictly economic, or does it protect 
other interests?

Article 1 of the AMA provides that the purpose of the legislation is 
‘to promote fair and free competition, stimulate the creative initia-
tive of enterprise, encourage business activity, heighten the level of 
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employment and actual national income, and thereby promote the 
democratic and wholesome development of the national economy as 
well as secure the interests of general consumers by prohibiting private 
monopolisation, unreasonable restraint of trade and unfair trade 
practices, preventing excessive concentration of economic power and 
eliminating unreasonable restraints on production, sale, price, tech-
nology, etc, and all other unjust restrictions on business activity through 
combinations, agreements, etc’. However, it is generally understood that 
the direct purpose of the AMA is ‘to promote fair and free competition’ 
and the ultimate purpose of the AMA is to promote the democratic and 
wholesome development of the national economy, as well as to secure 
the interests of general consumers.

The main purpose of the AMA is to promote fair and free competi-
tion by regulating private monopolisation and regulating unfair trade 
practices. The AMA itself has no intention to specifically protect other 
public interests or social purposes.

Sector-specific dominance rules

4 Are there sector-specific dominance rules, distinct from the 
generally applicable dominance provisions?

There are some sector-specific regulations and rules, including for the 
telecommunications sector and the energy sectors.

A firm operating in the telecommunications sector is subject to the 
Telecommunications Business Act (TBA). The TBA is under the jurisdic-
tion of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communication (MIC).

Although the MIC does not focus on monopoly regulation, the 
Guidelines for Promotion of Competition in the Telecommunications 
Business Field were jointly created by the MIC and the JFTC, and provide 
guidance on monopolisation issues in this sector. These guidelines were 
updated on 6 September 2019.

This recent amendment was made in light of the amendment of the 
TBA in connection with the mobile telecommunications market.

In relation to the energy sector, the Ministry of Economy, Trade 
and Industry (METI) and the JFTC jointly developed the Guidelines for 
Proper Electric Power Trade. These guidelines were updated on 27 
September 2019. The purpose of this update was to provide guidance 
for the restriction and control of certain practices between general 
electricity transmission/distribution businesses, etc. and the specified 
stakeholders thereof, such as placing restrictions on the concurrent 
holding of positions by a director, as well as restrictions on subcon-
tracting of businesses between two sides.

Specifically as regards trade of gas, the METI and the JFTC jointly 
developed the Guidelines for Proper Gas Trade. These guidelines were 
updated on 15 January 2019. The purpose of this update is to provide 
guidance on encouraging third parties to utilise LNG bases under the 
predetermined system. Furthermore, these Guidelines are currently 
in the process of amendment, in particular to add some examples of 
violations given a recent JFTC investigation against a gas company 
concerning allegations of certain exclusionary conduct. The investiga-
tion was closed on 2 June 2020 without any formal orders mainly due to 
commitments made by the company.

Exemptions from the dominance rules

5 To whom do the dominance rules apply? Are any entities 
exempt?

There are no rules exempting certain entities from the rules concerning 
dominance. Under case law, entities that are subject to the AMA include 
any entity, regardless of its legal form, that operates a commercial, 
industrial, financial or any other business but is not a consumer. 
Therefore, foundations, unions, nations and local governments may be 
entities that are subject to the AMA.

Transition from non-dominant to dominant

6 Does the legislation only provide for the behaviour of firms 
that are already dominant?

The AMA covers the conduct of non-dominant firms attempting to 
become dominant, as well as the conduct of dominant firms maintaining 
or strengthening their dominant position by way of excluding or control-
ling other firms in their business activities.

Collective dominance

7 Is collective dominance covered by the legislation? How is it 
defined in the legislation and case law?

The AMA covers both single-firm dominance and dominance of multiple 
parties connected by way of mutual agreement or arrangement. 
However, collective dominance without any coordinated conduct is 
outside the scope of the AMA.

Dominant purchasers

8 Does the legislation apply to dominant purchasers? Are there 
any differences compared with the application of the law to 
dominant suppliers?

The AMA does not have a specific provision that precludes the regu-
lation of a dominant purchaser. Consequently, conduct by which a 
dominant purchaser excludes or controls other companies, as well as 
similar conduct of monopolistic suppliers, may be subject to the AMA as 
constituting private monopolisation or unfair trade practices.

Market definition and share-based dominance thresholds

9 How are relevant product and geographic markets defined? 
Are there market-share thresholds at which a company will 
be presumed to be dominant or not dominant?

The basic framework provided by the Guidelines (section 3: ‘Substantial 
Restraint of Competition’) is as follows: a particular field of trade (the 
definition of market) means the scope where the exclusionary conduct 
causes a substantial restraint of competition. There are two types of 
markets, the product market and the geographic market. The product 
market is determined based on factors such as usage, changes in price, 
quantity, etc, and recognition and behaviour of users. The geographic 
market is determined based on factors such as the business area of 
suppliers and the area in which the users purchase, the characteristics 
of the products, and the means and cost of transport. This approach 
is similar to the analysis used in the context of merger control. The 
method of analysis with respect to merger control is provided in detail 
by the Guidelines to Application of the Antimonopoly Act concerning the 
Review of Business Combination.

According to the Guidelines (Guidelines on Exclusionary Private 
Monopolisation), when deciding whether to investigate a case as consti-
tuting exclusionary private monopolisation, the JFTC will prioritise the 
case if: the share of the product that the firm supplies exceeds approxi-
mately 50 per cent after the commencement of the conduct; and the 
conduct is deemed to have a serious impact on the lives of the citizenry 
after comprehensively considering relevant factors such as market 
size, the scope of the business activities of the said firm and the char-
acteristics of the product. As this is not a safe harbour, there remains a 
possibility that in a case where the share of the products a firm supplies 
is less than 50 per cent the firm may still be subject to investigation 
as constituting exclusionary private monopolisation depending on the 
type of conduct, market conditions, positions of the competitors, and 
other factors.
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ABUSE OF DOMINANCE

Definition of abuse of dominance

10 How is abuse of dominance defined and identified? What 
conduct is subject to a per se prohibition?

As the regulation in Japan does not take the form of abuse of dominance, 
abuse is not directly defined under the Act on Prohibition of Private 
Monopolisation and Maintenance of Fair Trade (Act No. 54 of 1947) (the 
Anti-Monopoly Act, hereafter referred to as the AMA). However, certain 
types of conduct by dominant firms may be regulated by the Japan 
Fair Trade Commission (JFTC) as private monopolisation or unfair 
trade practice, and those types of conduct are somewhat similar to the 
concept of abuse.

With respect to private monopolisation, the AMA and the Guidelines 
provide a non-exhaustive list of problematic conduct. In particular, the 
Guidelines refer to past cases and describe the following four typical 
types of exclusionary conduct:
• below-cost pricing (setting a product price below the cost);
• exclusive dealing;
• tying; and
• refusal to supply, and discriminatory treatment.

For each type of conduct, the Guidelines provide factors to be considered 
when assessing whether the alleged conduct constitutes exclusionary 
conduct. The Guidelines also note that the type of exclusionary conduct 
that constitutes exclusionary private monopolisation is not limited to 
the types of conduct that fall under these four typical types of exclu-
sionary conduct.

Additionally, based on an effects-based approach, the AMA further 
requires that a substantial restraint of competition caused by the 
exclusionary conduct should be proven in order for the conduct to be 
prohibited as private monopolisation.

Therefore, private monopolisation is defined by both form-based 
conditions and effect-based conditions, so both are required.

With respect to unfair trade practices, it is also defined by both 
form-based conditions (certain type of conducts in the JFTC’s General 
Designation) and effect-based conditions (tendency to impede fair 
competition), and the difference with private monopolisation is that the 
threshold for the effect-based conditions is somewhat lower.

For both private monopolisation and unfair trade practices, there is 
no conduct that is per se illegal under the AMA.

Exploitative and exclusionary practices

11 Does the concept of abuse cover both exploitative and 
exclusionary practices?

With respect to exclusionary practices, the Guidelines explicitly 
cover these.

Regarding exploitative practices, unlike exclusionary practices, the 
AMA is silent on this. Because the concept of private monopolisation 
is defined by general terms, theoretically any conduct may constitute 
private monopolisation so long as the conduct includes the exclu-
sion or control of other firms. However, there has not been any such 
case to date.

Further, exploitative practices may be regulated as ‘abuse of supe-
rior bargaining position’, which is a type of unfair trade practice.

Link between dominance and abuse

12 What link must be shown between dominance and abuse? 
May conduct by a dominant company also be abusive if it 
occurs on an adjacent market to the dominated market?

With respect to both private monopolisation and unfair trade practices, 
the JFTC needs to prove a linkage between the conduct and the result 
of substantial restraint of competition (for private monopolisation) or 
prove that the conduct has the tendency to impede fair competition (for 
unfair trade practice) in the relevant market.

Regarding an adjacent market, conduct by a dominant firm could 
be regarded as private monopolisation or an unfair trade practice in 
cases where the effect on competition occurs on a market adjacent 
to a dominant market. One such example would be a case of tying or 
bundling sales.

Defences

13 What defences may be raised to allegations of abuse of 
dominance? When exclusionary intent is shown, are defences 
an option?

In general, if the conduct is somehow justified, allegations of private 
monopolisation or unfair trade practice cannot be established. The 
assessment of private monopolisation and unfair trade practice is 
carried out by considering the actual impact on competition.

The Guidelines state that, in addition to other standard market 
analysis components (eg, potential competitive pressure, customer’s 
bargaining power, etc), efficiency (efficiency of business activities that 
are caused by the economics of scale, integration of production facili-
ties, specialisation of facilities, reduction of transportation costs, and 
improvement of the efficiency of research and development systems) 
or special circumstances in relation to the protection of consumer inter-
ests may be considered in determining whether the conduct causes a 
‘substantial restraint of competition’ or has the tendency to impede fair 
competition in the relevant market. This means various business justifi-
cations are available as defences.

As for special circumstances in relation to the protection of 
consumer interests, the Guidelines give the following example: a case 
where a gas equipment sales company with approximately 50 per 
cent market share in a region sells gas equipment with a device that 
prevents imperfect combustion to those who still use gas equipment 
without such a device at a price lower than the cost required for its 
supply in order to stimulate replacement demands for gas equipment 
with such devices and prevent serious accidents caused by carbon 
monoxide poisoning. Under those circumstances, the conduct could be 
considered to be for the purpose of preventing serious accidents before 
they happen. Further, the conduct is considered to serve the interests of 
general consumers and more likely to have limited influence on compe-
tition. Therefore, the JFTC will consider such circumstances to assess 
whether or not competition is substantially restrained.

To constitute private monopolisation or unfair trade practice, there 
is no requirement that there be an intent to exclude a third party, though 
the Guidelines state that such an intent is one of the important factors 
that could lead to infer that the alleged conduct constitutes exclusionary 
conduct (abuse). Therefore defences can be shown even where there is 
intent, but the threshold would be higher.
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SPECIFIC FORMS OF ABUSE

Types of conduct

14 Rebate schemes

Rebate schemes may constitute private monopolisation when used 
to exclude business activities of other firms, and they thereby cause 
a substantial restraint on competition. If the conduct does not amount 
to private monopolisation, it may instead be regulated as an unfair 
trade practice.

With respect to private monopolisation, the Guidelines state that 
various factors would be considered to assess whether or not rebate-
giving has an effect on restraining the dealings of competitors’ products 
and has the same effect as exclusive dealing, including progressiveness 
of rebates and retroactivity of rebates. For example, with respect to the 
progressiveness of rebates, the Guidelines state that when the level of 
the rebate is progressively set in accordance with the quantity of trade 
in a specified period, the rebate more effectively causes customers to 
deal with the dominant firm with greater preference than the dominant 
firm’s competitors and, therefore, customers would be more likely to 
purchase more products from the dominant firm than from competitors. 
This type of rebate is more likely to restrain the business of competitors.

Regarding the retroactivity of rebates, the Guidelines state that if 
rebates are given for the entire quantity of trade made thus far in a case 
where the quantity of trade has exceeded a certain threshold, the rebates 
more effectively cause the customers to deal with the dominant firm 
with greater preference than the competitors. Additionally, customers 
are more likely to purchase more products from the dominant firm than 
when rebates that exceed the threshold required for rebates are given 
only for a portion of the quantity of trade. Such a rebate is highly effec-
tive in restraining the business of competitors.

Regarding unfair trade practices, similar guidance is provided by 
the Guidelines Concerning Distribution Systems and Business Practices.

15 Tying and bundling

Tying and bundling may constitute private monopolisation when used 
to exclude business activities of other firms, thereby causing a substan-
tial restraint on competition. If the conduct does not amount to private 
monopolisation, it may instead be regulated as an unfair trade practice.

Regarding private monopolisation, the Guidelines state that where 
tying causes difficulties in the business activities of competitors who 
are unable to easily find alternative customers in the market of the 
tied product, this conduct could be regarded as exclusionary conduct 
or abuse. The Japan Fair Trade Commission (JFTC) comprehensively 
considers the following factors when assessing whether the conduct 
would cause these difficulties for competitors:
• conditions of the entire market where the tying occurs;
• position of the tying firm in the market of the tied product (market 

share, ranking, brand power, excess supply capacity and busi-
ness size);

• positions of the tying firm’s competitors in the market of the 
tied product (market share, ranking, brand power, excess supply 
capacity and business size);

• duration of the conduct, number of customers and trading 
volume; and

• nature of the conduct.

Regarding unfair trade practices, similar guidance is provided by the 
Guidelines Concerning Distribution Systems and Business Practices.

16 Exclusive dealing

Exclusive dealing may constitute private monopolisation when used to 
exclude business activities of other firms, thereby causing a substan-
tial restraint on competition. If the conduct does not amount to private 
monopolisation, it may instead be regulated as an unfair trade practice.

Regarding private monopolisation, the Guidelines state that where 
a firm deals with its trade partners on the condition that transactions 
with the firm’s competitors are prohibited or restrained, and the compet-
itors cannot easily find an alternative supply destination, such exclusive 
dealing may cause difficulties to the business activities of the competi-
tors and undermine competition. Thus, dealing with the trade partners 
on the condition that transactions with the competitors be prohibited or 
restrained could be regarded as exclusive conduct or abuse.

The JFTC will comprehensively consider the following factors 
when assessing whether the conduct would cause any difficulties for 
competitors:
• conditions of the entire market of the product;
• position of the firm requiring exclusivity from trade partners in 

the market (market share, ranking, brand power, excess supply 
capacity and business size);

• positions of the competitors in the market (market share, ranking, 
brand power, excess supply capacity and business size);

• duration of the conduct, number of customers and shares; and
• nature of the conduct.

Regarding unfair trade practices, similar guidance is provided by the 
Guidelines Concerning Distribution Systems and Business Practices.

17 Predatory pricing

Predatory pricing may constitute private monopolisation when used to 
exclude business activities of other firms, thereby causing a substan-
tial restraint on competition. If the conduct does not amount to private 
monopolisation, it may instead be regulated as an unfair trade practice.

Regarding private monopolisation, the Guidelines state that when 
a firm sets a very low price that does not even allow the recovery of the 
cost of the products, where such cost would not be generated unless 
the product was supplied, and where the amount of loss to the firm 
grows larger as it increases the supply of the product, the conduct lacks 
economic rationality except in extraordinary circumstances. Therefore, 
depriving competitors of customers by setting such a low price would 
not reflect normal business efforts or normal competitive behaviour 
and makes it difficult for an equally (or more) efficient competitor to 
compete, thereby possibly undermining competition. Thus, setting a 
price below the cost of supplying the product (ie, ‘below-cost pricing’) 
could be regarded as exclusive conduct or abuse.

As a benchmark of whether or not the cost constitutes below-cost 
pricing, the Guidelines adopt the concept of the average avoidable cost 
(AAC). AAC is the expense per unit of product, calculated by dividing the 
additional supply amount by the sum total of fixed costs and variable 
expenses that will not occur if the firm ceases to supply the additional 
amount. However, from a practical perspective, the Guidelines replace 
ACC with the cost that would have been generated had the product not 
been supplied.

There is no requirement of recoupment to constitute private 
monopolisation under the Act on Prohibition of Private Monopolisation 
and Maintenance of Fair Trade (Act No. 54 of 1947) (the Anti-Monopoly 
Act, hereafter referred to as the AMA)when setting a predatory price.

With respect to unfair trade practices, similar guidance is provided 
by the Guidelines Concerning Unjust Low Price Sales Under The 
Antimonopoly Act.
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18 Price or margin squeezes

Price or margin squeezes may constitute private monopolisation when 
used to exclude business activities of other firms, and they thereby 
cause a substantial restraint on competition. If the conduct does not 
amount to private monopolisation, it may instead be regulated as an 
unfair trade practice.

The Guidelines state that the issue of whether a ‘margin squeeze’-
like situation (ie, a situation where a firm in the upstream market who 
supplies products that are necessary for carrying out business activities 
in the downstream market also carries out business activities in the 
downstream market, and such firm engages in the conduct of setting a 
price of its product in the upstream market at a level higher than that in 
the downstream market or setting a price that is so close as to interfere 
with its trading customers from countering by economically reasonable 
business activities) would be deemed exclusionary will be analysed 
from the same viewpoint as ‘refusal to supply or discriminatory treat-
ment’. That is, refusing to supply products necessary for a supplier to 
conduct business activities in the downstream market beyond a reason-
able degree could constitute exclusionary conduct, and thus amount to 
private monopolisation (exclusionary type).

In particular, the following two factors are key in the analysis: 
whether the product to be supplied is a ‘necessary product’ in order to 
conduct business activities in the downstream market, and whether the 
refusal to supply is ‘beyond a reasonable degree’.

In order to assess whether the product is a ‘necessary product’, 
the Guidelines indicate that the following factors should be considered: 
whether the product is an unsubstitutable and indispensable product 
for trading customers to carry out business activities in the downstream 
market; and whether it is realistically impossible for trading customers 
to produce the product through the trading customer’s own effort, such 
as investment and technological development.

One representative case is the NTT East case. In this case, NTT 
East Japan (Japan’s largest landline telecommunications company 
and essentially the only company providing connection to optical fibre 
facilities) entered the FTTH service market in eastern Japan (a commu-
nication service using optical fibre for detached houses), while requiring 
existing competitors to pay NTT East Japan a business fee for starting a 
new FTTH service connecting to optical fibre. The allegation was that by 
excluding the business activities of other telecommunications carriers 
in the FTTH service market by setting a low user-specific fee, NTT East 
Japan restrained competition in the market in eastern Japan, amounting 
to private monopolisation. The court held, among other things, that such 
conduct could be regarded as a conduct having both aspects of a ‘unilat-
eral and one-sided refusal to deal’ or ‘low price sales’, and amount to 
exclusionary conduct.

19 Refusals to deal and denied access to essential facilities

Refusals to deal and denied access to essential facilities could consti-
tute private monopolisation when used to exclude business activities of 
other firms, and they thereby cause a substantial restraint on competi-
tion. If such types of conduct do not amount to private monopolisation, 
they may instead be regulated as unfair trade practices.

With respect to private monopolisation, the following two factors 
would be key in the analysis: whether the product to be supplied is to 
be regarded as a product necessary for the other party to conduct busi-
ness activities in the market (downstream); and whether the refusal to 
supply is ‘beyond a reasonable degree’. The Guidelines further state 
that whether or not a product in the upstream market can be consid-
ered to be a product necessary for the other party to carry out business 
activities in the downstream market will be assessed from the viewpoint 
of whether or not the product is an unsubstitutable and indispensable 

product for the other party to carry out business activities in the down-
stream market, and it is impossible in reality for the other party to 
produce the product through the its own effort, such as investment 
and technological development. Neither the AMA nor the Guidelines 
provide a definition of essential facilities. However, if an essential 
facility were to be defined as an indispensable facility or facility for 
conducting certain business activities that is considered economically 
or technically impossible or extremely difficult to establish such facility 
(typical examples being telecommunications, electricity, gas and trans-
portation, which require huge initial capital investment), such facilities 
are likely to be considered as a product necessary for the other party 
in order to conduct business activities in the market (downstream) 
described above.

Regarding unfair trade practices, similar guidance is provided by 
the Guidelines Concerning Distribution Systems and Business Practices.

20 Predatory product design or a failure to disclose new 
technology

Predatory product design or a failure to disclose new technology may 
constitute private monopolisation when used to exclude business 
activities of other firms, and thereby cause a substantial restraint on 
competition. If such types of conduct do not amount to private monopo-
lisation, they may instead be regulated as unfair trade practices.

There have been no cases in which predatory product design or a 
failure to disclose new technology has been deemed to constitute either 
private monopolisation or unfair trade practices.

21 Price discrimination

Price discrimination may constitute private monopolisation when used 
to exclude business activities of other firms, and it thereby causes a 
substantial restraint on competition. If such acts do not amount to 
private monopolisation, they may be regulated as unfair trade practices.

There are no particular price discrimination laws that apply other 
than those governing monopolisation and unfair trade practices.

22 Exploitative prices or terms of supply

Exploitative prices or terms of supply may technically constitute private 
monopolisation when they cause a substantial restraint on competition.

Under the AMA, there is no concrete stance on how to regulate 
exploitative prices. Some commentators say that it might be possible 
to consider exploitative prices to be regulated as an ‘abuse of supe-
rior bargaining position’, which is a type of unfair trade practice. 
Establishing remarkably high or low consideration with a counterparty 
while in a superior position could amount to the act of ‘abusing a supe-
rior position’.

23 Abuse of administrative or government process

An abuse of administrative or government process by a firm may consti-
tute private monopolisation when used to exclude the business activities 
of other businesses, and cause a substantial restraint on competition. If 
such acts do not amount to private monopolisation, they may be regu-
lated as unfair trade practices.

One reference case is the Hokkaido Newspaper case. In this case, 
a newspaper company filed a trademark that a competitor was likely to 
use, but they had no intention of using such trademark, and also set a 
discounted price for advertisements while well aware that advertise-
ment revenue is important for the newspaper business. With regard 
to these consecutive measures taken by the newspaper company, 
the JFTC concluded that these series of conducts constituted an 
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exclusionary-type private monopolisation by the newspaper company 
as new competitors were precluded from entering the market by the 
trademark and a significantly discounted advertising rate.

Another reference case is the Japan Medical Food Association 
case. Here, a manufacturer of medical food with a dominant position 
had asked the Japan Medical Food Association to establish a very 
complicated registration system that did not easily allow competitors 
to register for medical food sales. As a result, rival companies and 
their affiliates had difficulty registering sales of medical foods and 
were practically excluded from the market. The JFTC concluded that 
the establishment of a system that did not easily allow competitors 
to register for medical food sales by such dominant company through 
the Japan Medical Food Association constituted a private monopoli-
sation as the competitors were precluded from entering the medical 
food market by the abuse of the registration system for the medical 
sales market.

24 Mergers and acquisitions as exclusionary practices

Abuse in the context of mergers and acquisitions is principally 
controlled through the merger-filing procedures or prohibitions under 
the AMA. Under the merger control system, in cases where pre-
merger notifications are required, the JFTC will review a transaction 
from the viewpoint of whether it creates a business combination that 
may substantially restrain competition in any particular field of trade, 
or where a business combination is created through an unfair trade 
practice. This approach is basically in line with the analysis of private 
monopolisation except that the likelihood of restraint in the future 
would be examined.

As the concept of private monopolisation is defined by general 
terms, theoretically, any conduct can constitute private monopolisation 
(control type or exclusionary type). Therefore, technically, mergers and 
acquisitions themselves may constitute private monopolisation when 
used to exclude business activities of other firms, and they thereby 
cause a substantial restraint on competition. However, there have been 
no cases in which mergers and acquisitions have directly been deemed 
to constitute private monopolisation or unfair trade practices.

25 Other abuses

The concept of private monopolisation is defined by general terms, and 
while the Guidelines clarify the meaning of monopolistic acts by setting 
out some typical categories of conduct, the Guidelines also note that 
such categories are not exhaustive, and theoretically, any conduct can 
constitute private monopolisation (control type or exclusionary type). 
Moreover, the JFTC responds to each case on a case-by-case basis, so 
new kinds of conduct may be considered as abusive acts.

ENFORCEMENT PROCEEDINGS

Enforcement authorities

26 Which authorities are responsible for enforcement of the 
dominance rules and what powers of investigation do they 
have?

The Japan Fair Trade Commission (JFTC) is responsible for the 
enforcement of the Act on Prohibition of Private Monopolisation and 
Maintenance of Fair Trade (Act No. 54 of 1947) (the Anti-Monopoly Act, 
hereafter referred to as the AMA).

Under the AMA, the JFTC has the power to do the following:
• order persons concerned with a case or a witness to appear to be 

interrogated, or to collect their opinions or provide a report;
• order expert witnesses to appear to give expert opinions;

• order persons holding books and documents and other objects 
to submit such objects, or maintain such submitted objects at 
the JFTC; and

• enter any business office of the persons concerned with a case or 
other necessary sites, and inspect the conditions of the business 
operation and property, books and documents, and other materials.

Sanctions and remedies

27 What sanctions and remedies may the authorities impose? 
May individuals be fined or sanctioned?

As for private monopolisation, the JFTC can issue a cease-and-desist 
order. Furthermore, the JFTC can impose a surcharge (administrative 
fine). The amount of surcharge is calculated by multiplying the amount 
of sales of the relevant products or services during the period in which 
private monopolisation was implemented (for a maximum period of 10 
years (or more in certain circumstances)) by the surcharge calculation 
rate in the following table. Administrative fines on private monopo-
lisation were introduced in January 2006 for the control-type private 
monopolisation and, in January 2010, for the exclusionary-type private 
monopolisation. To date, there have not been any cases in which an 
administrative fine was imposed.

Exclusionary-type private monopolisation 6 per cent

Control-type private monopolisation 10 per cent

Theoretically, a firm who engages in private monopolisation would be 
subject to a criminal penalty under the AMA. However, until now, the JFTC 
has never issued criminalised charges based on private monopolisation.

As for unfair trade practices, the JFTC can issue a cease-and-desist 
order. Furthermore, for certain types of unfair trade practices, the JFTC 
can impose a surcharge (an administrative fine), depending on the appli-
cable category, as follows:

Joint refusal of trade
Predatory pricing
Price discrimination (*1)

3 per cent

Abuse of superior bargaining position 1 per cent

Other than abuse of superior bargaining position, a firm that engages in 
the unfair trade practices described above may be subject to the imposi-
tion of a surcharge (ie, an administrative fine) if the firm conducts the 
same type of unfair trade practice for a second time within a 10-year 
period or if the firm that is a wholly-owned subsidiary of another firm 
that has also engaged in an unfair trade practice conducts the same 
type of unfair trade practice within the most recent 10-year period.

A firm that engages in unfair trade practices is not subject to a 
criminal penalty.

Reform of the surcharge system
The 2019 amendment of the AMA regarding the surcharge system 
became effective on 25 December 2020. The major amendments related 
to private monopolisation or unfair trade practices are as follows:

Extension of the calculation period and statute of limitations
The maximum surcharge calculation period has been extended from a 
period of three years to the period starting from as early as 10 years 
prior to the start date of the relevant investigation, such as an on-site 
inspection, up until the date that the violation ceased. In addition, the 
amendments extended the time during which the JFTC can impose a 
surcharge from five years to seven years running from the date upon 
which the party under investigation ceases its unlawful act.
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Inclusion of additional types of unjust gains as the basis of 
surcharge calculation for private monopolisation
The following types of unjust gains derived from infringements have 
been included in the basis of calculation of surcharges:
• a financial gain as a reward for not supplying goods or services in 

connection with an unlawful act;
• the amount of sales of a business related to goods or services 

provided in connection with an unlawful act (eg, subcontract); and
• the sales of certain firms that are associated with violators and/or 

firms that receive instructions or information from violators.

Abolition of different calculation rates by the type of business
The basic calculation rate has been unified among all types of businesses.

Extension of applicability of the increased calculation rate for 
firms that have succeeded to businesses from violators
The calculation rate, which will be increased by an extra 50 per cent, 
will be applicable to infringements by a firm that has succeeded the 
business of another firm that has violated the AMA within the past 10 
years. This means, for example, if a firm, which has succeeded the busi-
ness of another firm that has violated the AMA within the past 10 years, 
commits an exclusionary-type private monopolisation act, the surcharge 
rate will be 9 per cent.

Expansion of the increased calculation rate for repeated 
infringement within the same group (only applicable to private 
monopolisation)
The increased calculation rate will be applicable to infringements by 
firms whose fully-owned subsidiaries have been subject to the imposi-
tion of a surcharge within the past 10 years.

Expansion of the concept of second time of conducting unfair 
trade practices’(only applicable to unfair trade practices)
Prior to the enforcement of the amendment, a surcharge (ie, an admin-
istrative fine) could be imposed only when a firm committed an unfair 
trade practice for a second time. Currently, following enforcement of the 
amendment, a surcharge (ie, an administrative fine) may also be imposed 
on a firm that is a wholly owned subsidiary of another firm that has also 
conducted an unfair trade practice within the most recent 10 years.

Enforcement process

28 Can the competition enforcers impose sanctions directly or 
must they petition a court or other authority?

The JFTC can issue a cease-and-desist order without the involvement 
of any other authority. However, if the JFTC seeks to issue a cease-and-
desist order, it must conduct a hearing with the would-be addressee of 
the cease-and-desist order.

The Commitment Procedures, which were introduced to the AMA 
on 30 December 2018, are applicable to a suspected violation of the 
AMA, including private monopolisation and unfair trade practices, except 
in the following cases:
• suspected violations perpetrated by a hard-core cartel such as bid-

rigging or price- fixing;
• cases in which a firm has violated the same provisions of the AMA 

within 10 years; and
• cases recognised as constituting suspected violations that are 

vicious and serious in nature, in respect of which criminal prosecu-
tion is considered as appropriate.

The Commitment Procedures are initiated at the full discretion of the 
JFTC, and where the JFTC recognises that it is necessary for the promo-
tion of free and fair competition.

The Commitment Procedures allow for a firm subject to a JFTC 
investigation to submit to the JFTC voluntary measures to address 
the competition concerns the JFTC has, and enable the JFTC to 
close the case without acknowledging illegal conduct, provided the 
JFTC confirms that those measures are sufficient for eliminating the 
suspected conduct and it is confident same will be reliably undertaken 
by the firm. The Commitment Procedures are initiated at the full discre-
tion of the JFTC, and where the JFTC recognises that it is necessary 
for the promotion of free and fair competition. For example, the JFTC 
launched an investigation against Nihon Medi-Physics on the suspicion 
that Nihon Medi-Physics had unjustly excluded a potential competitor 
that tried to enter the Fludeoxyglucose (FDG) market by: (1) informing a 
dominant reseller that Nihon Medi-Physics intended to stop selling FDG 
that was manufactured and sold by Nihon Medi-Physics if the reseller 
began trading FDG with the potential competitor at regional prices; 
(2) explaining to certain customers (hospitals) without any clear basis 
that automatic injection devices developed by a potential competitor 
may not be used for FDG manufactured and sold by Nihon Medi-Physics; 
and (3) refusing same day delivery requests for FDG from certain 
customers (hospitals) that purchased FDG manufactured and sold by 
the potential competitor. The JFTC initially suspected that these acts 
amounted to private monopolization and/or unfair trade practices (ie, 
interference with a competitor’s business), but subsequently recognised 
that the commitment plan suggested by Nihon Medi-Physics provided 
sufficient measures to eliminate the suspected concerns, and approved 
the plan on 11 March 2020 without acknowledging any illegal conduct 
by Nihon Medi-Physics.

In addition to the Commitment Procedure, there have been cases 
in which the JFTC has closed its investigation without taking any meas-
ures in consideration of the fact the subject of the JFTC’s investigation 
had voluntarily offered reasonable measures to remove its competition 
concern. For example, the JFTC launched its investigation against Osaka 
Gas suspecting that Osaka Gas had unjustly excluded competitors in 
the gas retail market for certain large customers by offering discounts 
to customers that concluded multiple contracts, but obligating those 
customers to pay a certain fee if they wanted to terminate a portion of 
those contracts. On 2 June 2020, the JFTC decided to close its investiga-
tion against Osaka Gas because Osaka Gas had voluntarily offered to 
revise the multipoint contract and the gas supply contract that were the 
subject of the JFTC’s investigation.

Enforcement record

29 What is the recent enforcement record in your jurisdiction?

In recent years, there have not been many cases concerning private 
monopolisation. Regarding that point, it might be the case that the intro-
duction of a non-discretionary surcharge (administrative fine) system 
may have made the JFTC hesitant to move forward as the firm is likely 
to fight to the end in the event a surcharge is imposed.

In addition, after the introduction of an administrative fine for both 
types of private monopolisation, there has been no case to date in which 
an administrative fine was imposed.

The most recent case against Mainami Aviation Service Co, Ltd 
published on 7 July 2020 involved an exclusionary-type private monop-
olisation. In that case, the JFTC did not impose an administrative fine 
because the conduct was ongoing. On 7 January 2021, Mainami Aviation 
Service filed a lawsuit for the Revocation of the Cease Desist Order and 
the case is now pending at the Tokyo District Court. The most recent 
case of control-type private involved the Fukui Economic Federation of 
Agricultural Cooperatives Associations.
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Contractual consequences

30 Where a clause in a contract involving a dominant company 
is inconsistent with the legislation, is the clause (or the entire 
contract) invalidated?

A violation of the AMA does not automatically render the clause (or the 
entire contract) void (and thus unenforceable); however, if the clause is 
in violation of public policy (article 90 of the Civil Code), the provision (or 
the entire contract) will be invalid.

Private enforcement

31 To what extent is private enforcement possible? Does the 
legislation provide a basis for a court or other authority 
to order a dominant firm to grant access, supply goods or 
services, conclude a contract or invalidate a provision or 
contract?

The operation of the AMA is exclusively within the purview of the JFTC. 
However, any person who believes that there has been an infringement 
of the AMA can report the relevant facts to the JFTC and request that 
appropriate measures be taken. In such cases, the JFTC is obliged to 
conduct at least a preliminary investigation. Only selected cases trigger 
a formal full-fledged investigation.

Regarding unfair trade practices, it also is possible to file a lawsuit 
in court seeking an injunction against the other party. These special 
injunctions are not available in cases of private monopolisation.

Damages

32 Do companies harmed by abusive practices have a claim for 
damages? Who adjudicates claims and how are damages 
calculated or assessed?

In cases where a third party has suffered damages and is requesting 
damages owing to an act in violation of the AMA, a claim based on article 
709 of the Civil Code and a claim under article 25 of the AMA may be 
considered.

To claim damages based on the Civil Code, the plaintiff is required 
to establish:
• an infringement of rights;
• damage;
• causation; and
• intention or negligence.

However, in case of a claim under article 25 of the AMA, which can be 
claimed when the defendant is subject to a final and binding cease and 
desist order or a payment order for surcharge (administrative fine), the 
element of intention or negligence is not required.

Appeals

33 To what court may authority decisions finding an abuse be 
appealed?

A firm that is the subject of a cease-and-desist order or an administrative 
fine order can file a suit for revocation of those orders (administrative 
disposition) with the court within six months from the date of the order 
(Administrative Case Litigation Act, article 14).

Unlike ordinary administrative lawsuits, a violation of the AMA is 
targeted for complex economic matters. Because of the high level of 
expertise required, all actions for revocation of an administrative dispo-
sition shall be filed in the Tokyo District Court.

UNILATERAL CONDUCT

Unilateral conduct by non-dominant firms

34 Are there any rules applying to the unilateral conduct of non-
dominant firms?

Unfair trade practice may be applicable.

UPDATE AND TRENDS

Forthcoming changes

35 Are changes expected to the legislation or other measures 
that will have an impact on this area in the near future? Are 
there shifts of emphasis in the enforcement practice?

The revision of the surcharge system under the Act on Prohibition of 
Private Monopolisation and Maintenance of Fair Trade (Act No. 54 of 
1947) (the Anti-Monopoly Act, hereafter referred to as the AMA) became 
effective on 25 December 2020.

Coronavirus

36 What emergency legislation, relief programmes and other 
initiatives specific to your practice area has your state 
implemented to address the pandemic? Have any existing 
government programmes, laws or regulations been amended 
to address these concerns? What best practices are advisable 
for clients?

No updates at this time.
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